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ABSTRACT
The need for high quality, sustainable Computer Science Education (CSE) professional development (PD) at the grades K-12 level is essential to the success of the global CSE initiatives. This study investigates the use of Social Network Analysis (SNA) to identify emergent teacher leaders within a high quality CSE PD program. The CSE PD program was designed and implemented through collaboration between the computer science and teacher education units at a Midwestern metropolitan university in North America. A unique feature of this specific program is the intentional development of a social network. This study discusses the importance of social networks, the development of social capital, and its impact on the sustainability of the goals of the CSE PD program. The role of emergent teacher leaders in the development of the social capital of the CSE PD cohort is investigated using SNA techniques. The cohort consisted of 16 in-service teachers in grades 6-12 representing seven districts and four distinct content areas. The instruments used involved a questionnaire and the results of a CSE PD program online course. The findings suggest a correlation between the emergent teacher leaders, the online course results, and the overall cohort social capital. Future uses of SNA within professional development programs are also discussed.

CCS Concepts
• Social and Professional Topics→ K 12 Education • Human-centered Computing→Social network analysis
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1. INTRODUCTION
Students increasingly want to learn Computer Science. In the United States, there has been an increase of 120% in the enrollment of majors in Computer Science, Computer Engineering, and Information Sciences since 2007, representing more than 100,000 total majors [14]. However, there is a noticeable discrepancy between the number of freshmen declared majors and the 500,000 open computing jobs. Overall, it has been found that 48% of all Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) students in the U.S. leave their initial STEM field, with Computer Science/Information Sciences representing the highest attrition rates [9]. This trend is not exclusive to the U.S.; Computer Science has the highest dropout rate of all subjects in the UK [32]. The problem might not be in the interest or motivation of the students, but may be in the student preparation. “Often these students do not have the preparation or encouragement to succeed in college-level work” [14]. This lack of exposure and student preparation of CS during K-12 years leads to uninformed educational pathway and career decisions resulting in high attrition rates.

The issue of inadequate student preparation and exposure has recently been recognized through Computer Science Education (CSE) initiatives in countries across the globe including the U.S., UK, and New Zealand that have emphasized the importance of CSE in K-12 schools. Along with these initiatives comes the realization of an urgent need for high quality, sustainable K-12 CSE professional development. This means the amount of time and money to be spent on K-12 CS PD will increase worldwide. Many educators are aware of the surge in grant money dedicated to PD during initiatives such as these; many educators are also aware of the inevitable waning of the grant money for PD once a different initiative comes into focus.

In order to make the best use of the time and money available, the sustainability and quality of CSE PD is paramount. One important aspect of sustainability in educational reform is the presence of a social network amongst the stakeholders implementing the reform. Teachers in particular recognize the importance of networks as having an impact on the sustainability of PD programs and their implementation [15]. The presence of a network/community amongst CS educators is particularly important because most High School CS teachers are “singletons”, meaning they are the only CS teachers in their buildings [24]. This isolation of CS teachers highlights the need to provide PD that encourages a network amongst these teachers [38]. While the CSE PD program focused on teachers of students with an age range from 12-14 years, the importance of a community still applies not only due to the “singleton” nature of these teachers but also the relative inexperience with CSE amongst the cohort members.

Due to the CSE-specific obstacles faced, including inexperience with the content and pedagogy, lack of resources and support, and lack of national and state mandated standards, having the right people in the right places to champion this effort will boost its diffusion [8]. As numerous studies have shown, the top 10-15% of individuals in a network emerge as leaders that act as champions of a specific cause [35]. The early identification of these “champions” can aid in the effectiveness of CSE PD programs.

This study investigates the extent to which the emergent teacher leaders can be identified from within a CSE PD cohort using SNA techniques. This CSE PD program known as the Strategic Problem-based Approach to Rouse Computer Science (SPARCS) has facilitated the development of a social network amongst the cohort members of the program. Several key topics are discussed including the importance of emergent leaders concerning CSE PD
Within social capital studies at the faculty level, most of the focus increased network social capital and reform implementation [16, implementation. These studies demonstrate a link between communication and development of networks.

through the cohesion of the members within a group [12]. The network closure hypothesis views social capital as an asset that improves the overall performance of a group due to “connectedness”. This “connectedness” facilitates coordination, trust, and the spread of information [7, 12, 28].

Within social capital studies at the faculty level, most of the focus is on the effect of social capital on innovation diffusion and reform implementation. These studies demonstrate a link between increased network social capital and reform implementation [16, 26]. It has also been shown that teachers do not inherently seek out and develop social networks based on content expertise and often, teachers are unaware of their social network members’ knowledge [3]. Within the network of cohort 1 of the SPARCS program, this absence of awareness of others’ knowledge and expertise was evident amongst a group of three teachers that worked in the same building but were unaware of each other’s CS knowledge and expertise. These findings highlight the need for any CSE PD program to facilitate and provide opportunities for professional communication and development of networks.

The extent to which networks have been fostered and developed can be analyzed through Social Network Analysis (SNA). This study functions under the understanding that “Social Network Theory and Analysis suggest that we can come to know and understand the social world by taking the relational components of phenomena into consideration” [29]. When looking at Social Network Analysis (SNA) explicitly, it is the application of specific methods to study interacting entities [4, 6, 34, 36]. There are two levels of relationship structure in this study that SNA was used to investigate. SNA was initially utilized to determine the extent of development of a social network amongst the SPARCS cohort. Once the presence of relationships was established, the emphasis turned to the individual level to determine the presence of emergent leaders from within the cohort. At the individual level, it has been suggested that an individual’s ability to increase the social capital of the cohort is related to their collegiality [33]. Using SNA to identify emergent teacher leaders based on their collegial skills is the focus of the paper.

2.2 Teacher Leaders

There are many resources dedicated to teacher leadership. Throughout these resources there are still slight differences amongst authors concerning the qualities that define a teacher leader but the overall themes are the same. These themes include collegiality, use of best practice, and supporting professional growth for all [1, 17, 22]. Teachers with these qualities tend to occupy positions of leadership whether formal or informal and this study focuses on the quantification of the collegial quality due to its relationship to the development of the whole-group social capital. Examples of positions that formal teacher leaders occupy include department chair, grade-level chair, mentor teacher, instructional specialist and coach, professional learning facilitator and any other regulated, authority appointed roles within the school and/or district. Informal teacher leader roles are much more difficult to categorize because they are not recognized formally and emerge as teachers interact with their peers. Informal teacher leaders are faculty members that are not appointed to positions of authority or given special titles but hold an influential position within the social network of the organization [20, 27, 31].

There are many reasons that teacher leaders are crucial to the success of reform implementation and sustainable PD. For example, teachers’ attitudes toward the proposed reform play a major role in the fidelity of reform implementation. During initial reform implementation, teachers tend to seek advice and knowledge from peers within their established networks that in turn influence network member attitudes. These peers do not necessarily occupy a formal leadership position. There is also an evident difference between the intended, formal knowledge pathways and the actual knowledge pathway that occurs in the social networks entrenched within the organization but outside of the formal appointed networks [13, 21]. This realization makes it necessary to uncover the informal pathway in order to leverage it for the purposes of information diffusion and to also promote relationships at all levels within the PD program in order to influence the social networks of the individuals. The identification of the informal leaders that are adept at building these collegial relationships is necessary in order to leverage their skills to build social capital of the group.

Formal teacher leaders such as instructional coaches have been shown to play an important role in the fidelity of reform implementation [2, 10, 11]. While numerous studies have been conducted on the necessity of formal teacher leaders and reform implementation, not much research has been conducted concerning informal teacher leaders most likely because they are difficult to identify. This study specifically uses SNA to identify the emergent teacher leaders at the collegial, yet informal relationship level that demonstrates collegiality outside of the formal subgroup memberships.

2.3 SPARCS

In order to provide some context of the activities the cohort members engaged in while developing these relationships, this section briefly discusses the overall goals and activities of the SPARCS program. The SPARCS program has several anticipated outcomes as a result of the activities and outputs of the project including: increased teacher CS knowledge; enhanced school capacity for CS instruction; increased student CS knowledge; and increased student awareness of CS careers. The activities related to the data collected for this study occurred during the summer of 2015. There were 16 teachers accepted that participated in the summer professional development, and these 16 teachers make up the population of this study. The project began with a teacher institute that was a weeklong workshop with a focus on the basics of CS and inquiry based learning strategies. At the end of this week, teachers were divided into four subgroups based on their intended curricular focus for the CS lesson. Two groups had a curricular focus of computer applications, one group had a curricular focus of science, and one group had a curricular focus of math/high ability learners. The next activity was an individual
online course with an emphasis on computational thinking and programming. The second teacher institute was also a weeklong workshop that focused on the inquiry based lesson development where teachers worked almost exclusively in their curricular focus groups. These groups make up the formal, mandated relationships that are not the focus of this study. While these relationships are important, it is also expected that relationships were formed at this level. At the end of the summer portion of the project, there was a weeklong academy that functioned as a pilot run for the lessons that were developed the prior week.

As part of the SPARCS program there were also meetings that occurred throughout the academic year. These monthly meetings were held with various themes at each meeting. For example, one meeting reviewed some of the basic CS principles that were addressed through the summer while a separate meeting asked teachers to reflect upon their lesson’s strengths, weaknesses, and future improvements. These meetings are beyond the scope of focus for this article.

As mentioned earlier, it is expected that relationships would be formed within the curricular focus groups that worked together to develop their lessons. The relationships that were formed outside of these formal groups are the primary interest of this study because it highlights those teachers that have the collegial skills to form relationships that are not mandated, professional in nature, yet more informal. This study asks the question:

**How can the informal, emergent teacher leaders within the SPARCS cohort be identified?**

### 3. METHODOLOGY

The goal of this study was to identify emergent teacher leaders at the collegial, yet informal level using cohort member responses on a questionnaire. Results of an online course were also used to initially determine content knowledge of the emergent leaders.

#### 3.1 Subjects

The participants of the SPARCS project consisted of 16 in-service teachers from the Omaha metro area. Teachers were selected through a process that reviewed their applications, resumes, and principal reference letters. Fifteen of the sixteen teachers were from schools serving students with age ranges from 12-14, and one teacher was from a high school (students with ages 14-18). Five teachers had a content area focus of science, three teachers were high ability learner teachers, and eight teachers had a content area focus of computer applications.

#### 3.2 Instruments

Two separate instruments were used in this study, a social network analysis survey, and the results of the online course. The social network analysis consisted of a questionnaire modeled on Morrison et. al.’s previous work examining community development among high school CS teachers [23]. The questionnaire was presented in roster format where each individual was listed and four different levels of relationship could be selected. Participants took the pre-survey the first day of the first weeklong teacher institute and the post-survey was completed on the last day of the second weeklong institute, six weeks later. The participants self-reported the perceived level of relationship between themselves and each other participant in the cohort. The levels were numbered 1-4 and were categorized by the following statements:

1. I have never met this person;
2. I have met this person but have never shared advice or materials;
3. We have shared materials and ideas but have never formally worked together on a project;
4. We have formally worked on a project together.

Each cohort member could only select one level of relationship for each other cohort member. For the purposes of identifying the emergent leaders, the level 3 relationships were examined due to the collegial, unprescribed nature of these relationships.

The second data source was the online course that was developed specifically for the SPARCS program. Performance on the self-paced online course was based on the number of completed assignments considered proficient. This measurement was necessary in order to determine content knowledge and, indirectly, responsibility, professionalism, and a willingness to learn which are other important aspects of teacher leaders.

#### 3.3 Method

As discussed earlier, SNA is a powerful tool for examining relationships and was the method by which the results of the questionnaire were analyzed. After collecting the pre and post-surveys, the first step was to determine which SNA specific software to use for data analysis. The chosen software was a Microsoft Excel add-in known as NodeXL pro. The purpose of this add-in is to enable users the ability to perform network analyses with novice level programming knowledge. More specifically, it was designed to analyze social media networks such as Twitter but in this case, it was used to analyze “face-to-face” social networks.

The first step was to enter the self-reported ties (relationships) between two actors according to the respondent’s (actor 1) survey along with the level of relationship as reported by that respondent. This was completed for all 16 cohort members for both the pre- and post-surveys. The next step was to run the metrics available through NodeXL pro and compare the pre- and post-survey results.

After the overall metrics had been calculated concerning the development of a network, the focus moved to identifying the emerging leaders. The goal of identifying emergent leaders based on their collegial, informal relationships narrowed the focus to the level 3 relationships “We have shared materials and advice but have never formally worked together on a project”. This ties back to the research findings that advice and knowledge diffusion occurs within the informal network structure rather than the formal network structure. Results are discussed in Section 4.1.

With the purpose of identifying informal teacher leaders based on their ability to increase collegial ties within the cohort, the two metrics used at the individual actor level were degree and betweenness centrality. The degree metric of an actor is the number of unique ties that are connected to it; the greater the number of unique ties, then the greater the degree metric. This is an important metric in the formation of collegial ties because it increases the possible awareness of resources within the actor’s network. The betweenness centrality metric of an actor is a measurement of the magnitude to which the actor is a link for two otherwise unconnected actors, the greater the extent to which an actor is a link, the greater the betweenness centrality. This demonstrates the linking actor’s ability to share the ideas among otherwise unconnected actors which is a necessary component of promoting collegiality and social capital [5].

Intending to combine these two metrics, a necessary scoring conversion was used because the individual intervals are not the same between the degree metric and the betweenness centrality metric. The metrics for both degree and betweenness centrality were then separately converted to a scoring scale for the cohort members. The member(s) with the highest degree metric were
given a degree score of 1. The member(s) with the second highest degree metric were given a degree score of two, and so on. This scoring system was also completed for the betweenness centrality measures. The individual scores for each cohort member were then added together to determine overall collegial scores of each cohort member. The lower the combined number, the better the collegial score (closer to 1). It must be noted that due to the small population size, there were ties in the collegiality scores. This was not interpreted as a ranking order but rather a score so the ties were left the same, for example, if two actors received a collegial score of 8, they both received an 8. It is possible that the next individual would have a combined score of 9, and would therefore receive a 9 as their collegiality score.

Once each member had a collegial score, they were removed from the network and the whole-network metrics were calculated again, focusing on the density metric. This was done to determine the effect each individual had on the whole network density, a measure of the social capital of the group [5]. The density metric that resulted from the removal of an individual is known as the whole-network member excluded density. The amount of difference from each member’s whole network excluded density from the original whole network density was calculated to determine the effect of each cohort member on the overall density of the cohort. Results are outlined in Section 4.3.

The next data set analyzed was the results of the online course. Performance on the online course was used to determine teachers that demonstrated they learned the intended content knowledge, in indirectly demonstrated responsibility, professionalism, and a willingness to learn, which are important features of an emergent leader. Cohort members’ performance on the online course was based on completion of the six assignments. A Spearman correlation was conducted to determine the extent of correlation between the overall collegial scores, the online course scores, and the whole-network member excluded density metrics. Results are outlined in section 4.3.

4. RESULTS and ANALYSIS

4.1 Relationship Metrics

The formation of relationships was expected and confirmed for all relationships levels. As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1, the density for Cohort 1 increased for all relationships and indicates an increase in the interconnectedness of the cohort members. This increase went from 0.15 to 0.975, with a density metric of 1 representing complete interconnectedness. The total edges reported increased for all degrees of relationships from 46 to 212 and the results show an increase in the total number of relationships reported. It should be noted that for the pre survey results, three teacher self reported not knowing anybody else and were represented as self-loops. In order to minimize the effect of the self-loops, all teachers were given self-loops for the pre and post surveys and the metrics reflect this.

More importantly, the density and total edges also increased for the level three relationships based on the statement “We have shared materials and ideas but never formally worked together on a project”. The density increased from 0.07 to 0.13 and the total edges increased from 4 to 36. This statement reflects the informal, yet collegial relationships within the cohort, which was the level of relationship focused upon for the identification of informal, emergent leaders.

4.2 Identification of Emerging Leaders

After it had been shown that relationships had been formed, the focus shifted to the identification of the informal, emergent teacher leaders. Figure 2 is a NodeXL graph plotting betweenness centrality score vs. degree score of each cohort member. The nodes represent the actors with their numeric identifiers. The edges represent ties between the actors. The closer to (1,1) the better the collegiality score. The farther from (1,1), the worse the collegiality score. Note there are several nodes with multiple identifiers indicating the ties at those collegial scores.

Figure 2 represents that actor 8 had the best collegial score of 2 (1,1). Actor 14 had the second best collegial score of 3 (1,2). Actors 10 and 15 had a collegial score of 5 (2,3) and (3,2) respectively. Actors 7 and 2 both had the worst collegiality scores of 12 (6,6). Figure 3 illustrates the difference from the whole-network density score for each cohort member when they were removed. “0” is the baseline representing the whole network density metric when all members are present. Negative scores indicate when those members were removed from the network, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Density and total edges for all relationships and level 3 relationships only for pre and post summer surveys.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cohort 1 (N = 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Edges</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. NodeXL visual representation of the actors (nodes) and the reported relationships (edges) for the pre and post summer surveys at levels 2-4 combined and level 3 alone.
overall density of the network decreases. For example, when cohort member 14 was removed from the network, the whole-network density metric decreased from 0.27 to 0.18, a difference of -0.09. Positive scores indicate when those members were removed from the network, the overall density of the network increases. For example, when cohort member 2 was removed from the network, the whole-network density metric increased from 0.27 to 0.30, a difference of 0.03. “Blank” scores show a difference of zero indicating those members had no effect on the density when removed. Considering this along with the results shown in Figure 2, it seems reasonable to identify actor 14 as an obvious emergent leader, with actor 8 as a plausible emergent leader as well. These results fall in line with the expected percentage of 10 – 15% of the individuals identified as leaders within any network [35].

It should also be noted that after this research was conducted, it was discovered that there is a program called “Key Player” that identifies actors to either target with the intent of using them to diffuse information within the network or target with the intent of disrupting the connectedness of the network. A Spearman correlation showed a significant correlation of 0.889 with a p-value < 0.01 between the collegial scores determined in this study and the identification of Key Players using the Key Player software. This implies a connection between the determination of the emerging leaders based on their impact on social capital and nodes to remove using distance weighted fragmentation correlation in Key Player. Key Player also has a separate algorithm for determining nodes using distance-weighted reach criterion. The top four emerging leaders match the top four nodes to utilize according to Key Player. This provides validity for the method used in this study.

4.3 Correlations

Table 2 shows the Spearman correlations between the collegial scores, the online course scores, and the whole-network density excluded scores. N = 16 for all variables. Collegial score was determined by combining the resulting scores of the degree and betweenness centrality metrics. The online course score was determined by the completion of the six assignments on the SPARCS specific online course. The whole-network member excluded density metric was determined by removing each individual from the network and calculating the density metric without that member present. There is a significant positive correlation between the collegiality score and the whole-network member excluded density metric of 0.96 and implies a connection between an actor’s collegial skills and the social capital of the group. There is also a significant negative correlation between the collegiality score and the online course score of -0.64 that implies a connection between an actor’s strong collegial skills and better performance on the online course. There is also a significant negative correlation between the online course score and the whole-network density excluded metric of -0.65 which implies a connection between an actor’s online course performance and that actor’s contribution to the social capital of the cohort. It is necessary to note that the small population size of 16 does reduce the statistical power of the Spearman correlation but because the p-level is <0.01 and the resulting correlations are demonstrated, the correlations themselves can be considered significant in spite of the small population size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cohort 1 (N=16)</th>
<th>Collegial Score</th>
<th>Online Course Score</th>
<th>MED Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collegial Score</td>
<td>-0.64*</td>
<td>-0.65*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online Course Score</td>
<td>-0.64*</td>
<td>-0.65*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED Metric</td>
<td>0.96*</td>
<td>-0.65*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *p<0.01

5. CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study was to determine how SNA could be used to identify informal, emergent teacher leaders from within the SPARCS cohort. These emergent leaders are important to identify because of their crucial role in the development of the social capital of the group and therefore the sustainability of the CSE PD. This study demonstrated that SNA could be used to identify emergent leaders successfully by first looking at the SNA metrics of degree and betweenness as a scoring calculation for each individual’s collegial skills. Then, by removing each of them from the network,
their individual impact on the group’s social capital was demonstrated. A correlation amongst the collegial skills, impact on the group’s social capital, and online course results were also performed. Using this method, two emergent teacher leaders were identified, and two other possible emergent teacher leaders were also identified. This method also strongly correlates with the Key Player method, which provides validity to the method used in this study.

5.1 Limitations
There are limitations that must be noted. The cohort size of 16 is relatively small so parametric correlations such as Pearson could not be used. The non-parametric Spearman correlation was used instead and produces results with notable significance. Also, the survey used as the basis of determining collegiality and social capital is of the self-reporting nature and brings with it all of the typical limitations associated with this type of survey namely social desirability bias and reference bias. Social desirability bias occurs when a respondent selects “higher” ratings in order to be perceived as more attractive to peers. Reference bias is the influence of different standards of comparison among respondents [37]. These limitations affect all questionnaires and further research is needed in order to minimize their impact on the data collected. It should also be highlighted that when comparing the results of this study to larger networks of teachers, the teachers in this study voluntarily applied to this CSE PD. This presents considerable bias on the participants’ view of CSE in general which may have affected their ability to develop a network in such a CSE focused program.

5.2 Discussion
While this research consisted of a relatively small network of teachers, SNA itself is often used as an inductive approach to understand larger networks. This discussion section considers the findings of this study from a relatively small network and discusses the implications for large-scale networks of teachers while acknowledging the intrinsic differences. Large-scale teacher networks are already in place within schools and districts and the inherent communication processes are vital parts of the success of any reform such as the CSE initiatives. Several of these initiatives across the globe, such as Computer Science for All in the U.S., and Computing at School in the UK, are fundamentally systemic changes with far-reaching social impacts [8, 25]. These types of changes are not only reforms but also considered innovations and it is reasonable to approach them through the lens of Innovation Diffusion Theory. The Diffusion of Innovations Theory is a framework intended to explain how new ideas are communicated throughout a social network over time and how those ideas are adopted [30]. Generally speaking within education, the Diffusion of Innovations Theory is applied to technology specific initiatives. The author does not mean to imply that CS is simply a “technological adoption”. CS involves much more than just using technology in the classroom, it is a curricular and pedagogical innovation but there are parallels when comparing the adoption of technology use in the classroom with CS specific curriculum and lessons in the classroom. The biggest similarity is the “newness” surrounding these innovations which cause their diffusion and adoption to be complex.

Within the Diffusion of Innovations Theory, there are individuals that increase the rate and scale of the adoption of “new initiatives” such as the Computer Science for All initiative. This study focused on the impacts of individuals on the social capital of the group that has been shown by other studies to affect the adoption of reform. The connection between group social capital and innovation diffusion is highlighted by the fact that social capital leverages existing expertise and network qualities and can be applied not only to innovation diffusion but more importantly, innovation implementation [16]. Often times, the individuals that increase the rate of adoption of innovations are different individuals than those that increase the scale of adoption. Traditionally, individuals that increase the rate of adoption have high betweenness and a low degree metric, and are known as “gatekeepers”. On the other hand, those that increase the scale of adoption have low betweenness centrality with a high degree metric and are known as hubs [18, 30]. The findings in this study suggest that there are individuals that act as both “hubs” and “gatekeepers” simultaneously which implies these individuals can increase both the rate and scale of adoption of the CS for All initiative, along with other CSE innovative initiatives, and alternatively, delay them if they are not engaged well.

Another study has suggested there are individuals that act as bridges (gatekeepers) and know a large number of people (hubs) and that these individuals increase the spread of information [19]. The SPARCS study suggests that these individuals with high collegiality, which match the combined characteristics of hubs and gatekeepers, also share another important characteristic, the willingness to learn. While this characteristic was indirectly implied through the online course scores, it is important to note that four out of the sixteen teachers entered the PD program with more than novice CS knowledge. Three out of four of these “CS experienced” teachers did not complete the online course. When the one CS experienced teacher that did complete the online course, teacher 14, was removed, the greatest disruption in social capital for the cohort was demonstrated. When the other three CS experienced teachers were removed from the network, the social capital of the network actually increased. There are many variables to take into consideration when attempting to explain this. A possible explanation is that even though teacher 14 had experience with CS, this teacher also had a willingness to learn, not only about the content as demonstrated by the online course results, but also a willingness to learn about the other members of the network as professionals, as demonstrated by the collegiality score.

It is important to recognize that as the shift for CSE is changing from a specialty area within education to a subject on par with basic sciences that all students receive, much more in-service teacher PD will be needed to make this happen [8]. When these teachers look for advice and guidance regarding CSE, they will turn to their collegial peers. Individuals who are willing to learn specific material and engage with their peers as professionals should be sought after not only to participate in these early CSE PD programs, but also to become champions of the CSE initiatives. Adoption and sustainability of this PD depends largely on the social network developed amongst the members trying to implement the changes. While content knowledge is often highlighted as an important individual attribute when seeking out people to act as champions of content-specific innovations, such as CSE PD, the willingness to learn and develop collegiality within the network is an important quality to consider as well.

Within research consisting of educational reform and innovation, SNA and social capital considerations within CSE are emerging. In the near future, SNA will be one method used to examine the success of the development of a community of practice within the CSE PD program and to identify the emergent leaders among the cohort. SNA and CSE can also be examined through the Diffusion of Innovations Theory lens with the possibility of using SNA to not only identify emerging leaders to act as champions, but also to examine the impact of the networks on the diffusion of CSE initiatives. SNA can also be used as an evaluative tool on other
grants and programs that are intending to generate sustainable networks and communities of practice. The possibilities of SNA appear to be far-reaching and in the near future may be used during the planning process of CSE PD programs in which SNA will be used to inform personnel decisions in order to ensure the development of social capital and therefore sustainability of the program. It is also possible due to its social media ties, to use SNA to perhaps recruit specific, emerging leaders from online education online communities, in order to train them to deliver PD to other teachers therefore broadening the impact of the CSE PD.
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